
Coming off a great 1983 
summer season that saw 
the Brother Martin-based 
Wendy’s team reach the 
American Legion World 
Series, the 1984 Crusader 
diamond men were expected 
to win District 11-AAAA and 
go far in the state playoffs . 
Barry Hebert’s second 
Crimson team featured seven 
senior starters: CF Chito 
Martinez, SS Tookie Spann, 
2B Jeff Schwaner, P-1B Keith 
Schmitt, P-3B Brian Muller, 
P-1B Darren Ulmer, and P 
Kurt Zemke .

After going 8-1 in pre-district play, Martin swept all seven district 
opponents in the first round . Schmitt shutout Rummel 3-0 in the 
opener . Martinez singled home Muller in the bottom of the ninth 
to edge Holy Cross 4-3 . Schmitt three-hit Jesuit 7-1 only to be 
outdone by Muller, who twirled a one-hitter at Shaw 6-0 .

The second round began with four more wins before the team 
lost three of the next four . First, Jesuit eked out a 3-2 win . Then, 
after an 8-3 victory over Chalmette, Crimson hurlers issued 
twelve walks to fall to Shaw 8-5 . The victory gave the Eagles the 
second round title and set up a playoff at UNO for the District 
championship .

With the wind blowing out on the Lakefront, Martinez clouted 
a mighty grand slam to dead center only the third ball ever hit 
there in Privateer Park . Chito also smacked a triple and Spann 
swatted two three-baggers to drive in eight of the nine Sader runs 
between them . But it wasn’t enough as four Crusader errors in 
the first inning spotted Shaw a 3-0 lead despite no ball being hit 
out of the infield . The Eagles held on 10-9 .

Martinez’s  .442 average led the league and earned him a spot on 
the All-District team . Schmitt was named MVP with his  .354 
average and 5-0 mound record . Schwaner ( .350), Spann (only 
 .237 but good power production), and Muller ( .380) also earned 
District honors .

The playoffs started with routs of Fortier (15-1) and East St . 
John, 14-6 at Tulane to put the Crusaders in the final eight at 
LSU’s Alex Box Stadium .

Belaire fell 14-7 on Friday afternoon as Schmitt supported his 
own pitching with 4-4 at the plate . Martinez and Spann swatted 
HRs . The Crimson juggernaut rolled over Ouachita 15-3 on 

Saturday . When Zemke 
walked the first three batters 
and went to 3-0 on the next 
hitter, Ulmer took over 
and recorded all 21 outs . 
Spann homered again, and 
Schwaner added another 
four-bagger .

BM faced Denham Springs 
in the finals that night . The 
Yellow Jackets started their 
All-State pitcher Rusty 
Sanchez . However, he had 
to leave after one inning 
with a bad wing . To quote 
the Baton Rouge Advocate, 

“basketball standout Ben McDonald, who had pitched a four-
hitter [that afternoon] to get Denham into the championship 
game” took over and pitched into the seventh inning . The 
Crusaders roughed up the future LSU Tiger and Baltimore 
Oriole . The four-run third featured a towering two-run HR by 
Martinez for a 5-3 lead . Then another four-spot in the top of 
the seventh clinched the 10-5 victory . Ulmer’s two-out two-run 
double keyed the rally with Yellow Jacket errors contributing 
two more tallies . Allowing only one hit after the second, Muller 
struck out the side to end with a flourish .

The Saders’ five HRs were the only ones in the six-game 
tournament . Spann, Muller, Martinez, and Schwaner made the 
all-tournament team . 
Somehow, Schmitt 
was omitted despite a 
complete game victory 
and 9-11 at the plate .

Keith did make the 
All-State team chosen 
by the Louisiana Sports 
Writers Association . 
Martinez, who would be 
McDonald’s teammate 
on the Orioles for 
three years, was elected 
unanimously . Muller made the squad at the hot corner .

The summer brought more accolades . On June 25, USA Today 
featured an article with the headline “New Orleans Post 367 and 
Brother Martin High have continued a tradition for swinging 
strong baseball bats .” Later, Martinez went 2-5 to earn the 
Outstanding Player award at the Louisiana East-West baseball 
game at ULL . Schwaner played second on the East squad .
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Bottom Row: T. Spann, D. Cummiskey, B. Cook, B. Muller, N. Macaluso, 
C. Francis, C. Paulin. Middle Row: J. Schwaner, J. Lunetta, H. Gaspard, 
C. Martinez, T. Morris, S. Gaillot, D. Talazac. Top Row: Coach Barry 
Hebert, M. Lonero, K. Zemke, D. Ulmer, D. Fehn, B. Despinasse,  
K. Schmitt.
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Keith Schmitt ’84 on the mound with 
Tookie Spann ’84 at Short Stop.




